
                                 

               

                                     

COMPOSITION II  Martin Northrop                  
ENGL 1102 L11, Summer I 2018   mnorthrop@fordham.edu   

TWR 1-4pm                                631-255-1066  

Room TBA          

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

This is an intensive course in expository writing, aiming to sharpen your sense of what 

makes for sound grammar and logic, and to improve your rhetorical capabilities.  

We will read and discuss texts by professional authors, but student writing constitutes the 

primary text of the class. That is, your essays will be featured regularly during in-class 

workshops and exercises. Thus, in addition to writing and revising your own work, you will 

also thoughtfully critique the writing of your fellow students and attend to their feedback. 

The course also serves as an introduction to research, the conventions and principles of 

citing sources using MLA format, and the art of analyzing and synthesizing sources. Above 

all, the point of this course is to improve your ability to convey wise thinking and 

persuasive argumentation in writing; all other lessons and goals are subordinate to this one. 

 

REQUIRED MATERIALS 

--The Bedford Handbook, 10th Edition. Diana Hacker and Nancy Sommers [ISBN: 978-

1457683039] 

--They Say, I Say: The Moves that Matter in Academic Writing, 3rd Edition. Gerald Graff  

 and Cathy Birkenstein [ISBN: 978-0393935844] 

--A notebook or folder for retaining notes and handouts 

 

BASIS FOR FINAL GRADE 

Writing: 6 short essays (350-700 words); 1 longer essay (1100-1500 words). [60%]  

Participation: Ask and answer questions, volunteer to read aloud, provide thoughtful 

feedback to others, bring all course materials to class, take notes, refrain from digital 

distraction; help your partners. [30%]       

Exams: Mid-term exam, final exam, homework, and quizzes. [10%] 

 

ATTENDANCE 

You are expected to attend each class meeting. Multiple absences detract from your 

participation grade and accruing more than 3 may result in a default failing grade.  

 

ESSAY FORMAT AND SUBMISSION DETAILS 

Essays should be typed in 12-point Times New Roman font, and double-spaced. Include 

your name, date due, a title (but no title page) and my name. All papers should follow MLA 

in-text citation and works cited format. Submit papers in print (in class on the date due) 

and electronically as clearly titled Microsoft Word attachments (.doc or .docx) sent to 

mnorthrop@fordham.edu. For MLA format reference and a sample paper, see sections 53-

57 in your Bedford Handbook (pages 569-673). 
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REVISIONS 

You may revise up to two of the short essays. Revision does not guarantee a higher grade. 

Along with the revised draft, attach a separate page on which you briefly describe changes 

you made and why they improve the paper. Revised essays are due one week from the day 

you receive the graded draft back from me. 

  

LATE PAPERS 

I usually accept late papers, for a reduction in grade. I do not accept other homework late. 
 

ESSAY GRADING STANDARDS 

A: DELIGHTFUL: An A-level paper develops a clear and compelling argument that 

responds to the essay prompt; contains no grammar, spelling, or punctuation errors; and 

constructs effective, logically sequenced paragraphs. 

B: GOOD: A B-level paper presents sound, even compelling ideas relevant to the prompt, 

but suffers from one or two of the following problems: ineffective organization of ideas on 

the sentence or paragraph level; lackluster concluding paragraph; grammatical or 

mechanical errors; failure to respond to the prompt or otherwise follow the directions.  

C: AVERAGE: A C-level paper shows two or more of the troubles described above. 

D: BELOW-AVERAGE: A D-level paper shows three or more of the trouble areas from 

above, or shows severe trouble with two or more.  

F: REVISE: An F-level paper fails to demonstrate competency in all or most of the areas 

listed above.   

 

OTHER IMPORTANT RESOURCES 

New Quinn Library: Although we will dedicate one class session to a library tour, you 

should acquaint yourself with Fordham’s library as soon as possible. Explore on your own, 

or ask for assistance; the reference room staff can be quite helpful.  

 

LC Writing Center: Take advantage of this free resource: www.fordham.edu/writingcenter  

 

Disability Services: “Under the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 of the 

Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973, all students, with or without disabilities, are entitled 

to equal access to the programs and activities of Fordham University.  If you believe that 

you have a disability that may interfere with your ability to participate in the activities, 

coursework, or assessment of the object of this course, you may be entitled to 

accommodations.  Please schedule a meeting to speak with someone at the Office of 

Disability Services (Lincoln Center – Room 207, x6282).” 

 

ACADEMIC HONESTY 

Academic dishonesty, especially plagiarism, is a serious offense. Any instance or type of 

academic dishonesty committed on your part will absolutely result in a report to your dean 

and quite possibly in failure of the course. When we cover research techniques, we will 

discuss various forms of plagiarism and how to avoid them at length, but for now please 

refer to Fordham’s policies as stated in the Academic Handbook. 

http://www.fordham.edu/writingcenter
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Schedule of Classes and Topics 

 

**Note: BH = Bedford Handbook: For all BH HW assignments, complete all the exercise sections 

in your notes (they will not be collected) and expect to be called on to share your answers—and 

your reasoning for reaching them—in class. Also, TSIS = They Say, I Say. 

**Note: Directions for all graded essay assignments will be provided separately. 

 

Week  PART 1: SOUND SENTENCES AND LOGICAL TECHNIQUES 

 

1     Introduction to the course; What is it? Identifying and Describing 
T 5/29              Diagnostic essay. Introductions. Syllabus review. The trivium defined. Ensor.  

  HW: Purchase books; Read “Rhode Island” handout; write descriptive paragraph.  

W 5/30  Parts of a sentence. IDing and describing. HW: Write E1, “Ensor” and  

 BH Sections 46-49 (pp. 487-522) and 19-20 (277-296) 

R 5/31  Comma splices, fragments, and independent clauses; More Ensor! “Soap Powders” 

HW: BH Sections 32-35 (pp. 407-433) and 55-57 (585-673); Write E2, “Any Two” 

 

2   This is like that: Comparing and Contrasting  & This  That: Causality  

T  6/5 Basis of Comparison; Comma rules! HW: BH 3 (72-92) and 12 (212-219); Reading 

TBA; Begin research and outlining E3, “Social Problem” 

W 6/6 Modifiers and ‘graph types; Social Justice. HW: BH 8-9 (191-203), Finish E3. 

R  6/7 Passive vs. Active verbs; Parallelism; Student Writing Workshop.  

 HW: BH 10-11 (204-211), 13-15 (220-248); read Pullum, “Mistakes Are Made…” 

   
3   It’s the SYSTEM, man! Classifying and Dividing & But what IS it? Defining 

T  6/12  Is…because; Analysis that supports a point worth making! Musical genres/styles 

  HW: BH 21-23 (297-320) and 23-25 (315-331); Write E4, “Don’t Categorize?” 

W 6/13  Reviewing MLA citing/integrating sources; Agreement issues; Pronouns 

  HW: Finish E4; study for exam. 

R  6/14  Mid-session exam. Defining! BH 36-39 (434-454), BH 40-45 (457-484) in class. 

  

4   Like-ness: Examining Analogies and Metaphors & Anatomy of Argument 

T  6/19  Vehicle and tenor;  BH 16 Wordy sentences. HW: Write E5, “Analogy”;  

TSIS Introduction and Part 1.   

W 6/20  Thesis, reasons, evidence, purpose, counterargument, rebuttal. HW: Begin  

  research for E6, “Three Views”; BH 17 (256-276); Continue work on E6; TSIS 

  Part 2 and “Don’t Blame the Eater.” 

R  6/21  Research workshop; Bias and Tone: Rhetoric defined! HW: BH 14 (228-241); TSIS 

  Part 3.  

 

5   Reviewing Induction and Deduction & Course Conclusions 

T  6/26  “The Boston Photographs,” “No Thanks for Thanksgiving”; Emphasis  

W 6/27   Student Writing Workshop. Education and cultural bias.  

R  6/28   E6 Due. Concluding discussion and review. Final exam. 

 

  

 


